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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
In the tradition of the Apostle Paul, from whom we received our name and mission, I greet you
in the name of Jesus Christ our Redeemer. I thank God through Jesus Christ for all of you,
because through your faith God’s love, grace and justice is proclaimed throughout the world.
Theological education is in the midst of immense change. How should Saint Paul School of
Theology respond to the shifting and changing paradigms of what faith communities will be in
the next ten years? We have chosen to stake our claim in the Heartland of the United States
and announce our intention to focus on intentional relationships, current, in process, and yet to
be explored.
Intentional relationships? Really? That’s it? Yes! W e believe we are called to
engage, not isolate; share resources, not protect; and connect where walls m ust
be brought down first.
In the tradition of the Apostle Paul, who maintained relationships with faithful disciples of Jesus
Christ and emerging churches through visits and letters, we affirm our commitment to
intentional relationships and reaffirm our commitment to collaborations, partnerships, special
partner relations, business relationships and affiliations with churches, conferences,
judicatories, colleges and universities, and campus ministries. We also are creating new
degree programs and certifications for those seeking spiritual experiences and resources,
searching for beliefs to inform their life journey and aching for a taste from the wellspring of
love, grace and justice.
In the tradition of the Apostle Paul, whose life story is one of conversion, baptism and witness,
we believe in the bold proclamation of the gospel of Jesus Christ through education, study and
the practice of ministry in settings traditional and emerging. We also believe in giving space
for exploration, question, experiment, dialogue, spiritual retreats, mission immersions – and
embrace all sojourners, seekers and searchers —as friends on the path of theological
education. Everyone is welcome!
And finally, in the tradition of the Apostle Paul, we thank God for who you are and what you do
in the name of Jesus Christ. We encourage you to join us on this audacious adventure in
theological education where God’s love, grace and justice are our heartbeat.
On the journey with you,

Rev. H. Sharon Howell
President
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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
A Seminary of Intentional Relationships
Delivering Theological Education
For the 21st Century

Strategic Plan 2017–2025

THE APPROACH OF THE STRATEGIC PLANNING TEAM
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The Strategic Planning Team of Saint Paul School of Theology was created and called into
being by the Board of Trustees in October of 2014. The team approached the Strategic
Planning process as a “labor of love,” with a commitment to hold sacred the values,
traditions and culture of Saint Paul, while accepting the responsibility of looking at all
aspects of the seminary, including the past, present and future. A challenge was put forth
early in our time together by Dr. Alice B. Hunt, President of Chicago Theological
Seminary. “What if we, today, began to think of ourselves as founders, not merely as
inheritors, or worse, survivors?” Our journey began with this challenge and we
approached our work thinking about theological education for the future.
The team was stretched further by many others who spoke, by those who shared their
thoughts and visions, as well as by those who shared their grief of the past and dreams for
the future.
What is presented in this document is a compilation of many aspects of the work of the
team, a deliberate and inclusive process involving not only the fourteen members of the
Strategic Planning Team but also a host of others from within and outside the community
of Saint Paul. The executive summary contains the “heart” of the plan, followed by a more
comprehensive document containing additional information, and accompanied by
background and supportive detail.
The Strategic Plan is not the end of the work of Saint Paul School of Theology but the
beginning. There will continue to be challenges ahead, and changes in theological
education will continue. Saint Paul must be ready for these changes and adapt, as it
must – and so it shall! Our prayers are for it to passionately, yet deliberately, move
forward into its vision, embracing the possibilities for the future.
The Strategic Planning Committee expresses great appreciation to the Board of Trustees
and its Chair, the President of the Seminary, faculty, students, administrators, staff,
alumni, donors and supporters, and other stakeholders who shared their expertise,
experiences and time to the development of this plan. It has been a privilege to be on
the journey with all of you.
On behalf of the Strategic Planning Team,

Nancy Brown
Chair
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L EAR NI NG, T EACH I NG, AND L I VI NG F AI T HF UL L Y
IN GOD ’S F UT U R E
A S EMINARY OF INTENTIONAL RELATIONS HIPS
CREATED IN AND S ERVING THE HEARTLAND
This plan describes a seminary of intentional relationships, set apart in the Heartland,
established specifically to serve the Church between the Mississippi River and the
Rocky Mountains; a seminary that has grown to encompass students in two primary
locations (Kansas City and Oklahoma City), and is moving toward a mix of
relationships that provide for students in contexts online, in classrooms, and linked
beyond the Heartland.
With the knowledge that a Strategic Plan must see into an undefinable future, the
Board of Trustees established the Strategic Planning Team and set in motion the
process that produced this Plan for Saint Paul School of Theology, a seminary of
intentional relationships created in and serving the Heartland. This Plan is rooted in
the identity of Saint Paul and expressed through its purpose, mission, vision, and
values.
The PURPOSE of Saint Paul School of Theology: From its beginning, the
purpose of Saint Paul School of Theology has been to form people for transformational
ministry in congregations, faith communities, and the world in which we live, especially in
the Heartland, so that they are equipped to carry out the mission of the Church: making
disciples of Jesus Christ for the transformation of the world.
Saint Paul’s unique role in preparing persons for that vital work is described in its
institutional mission, vision, and values.
The MISSION of Saint Paul School of Theology: Centered in Christ and
rooted in the Wesleyan tradition, Saint Paul School of Theology is a seminary of
intentional relationships committed to the formation of people for innovative, creative
ministry through rigorous academic life; the exploration of Scripture, tradition, and
ministry practices; and diverse, contextual experience.
10

The VISION of Saint Paul School of Theology: Saint Paul School of Theology,
a seminary in the Heartland, aspires to be a creative network of collaborative learning
relationships where students, clergy, lay professionals and laity are equipped to serve
congregations, the church, the city street, the country road, the public square, and the
academy, in an ever and rapidly changing world.
VALUES of Saint Paul School of Theology:
Saint Paul School of Theology is:


Christ-centered, prophetic and evangelistic,



Formed in justice, integrity, and faithful experience,



Contextual, diverse, relevant, and multicultural, and



Committed to
o The integration of academic excellence and faithful practice,
o The creation of community in the challenges of emergent contemporary contexts,
o The promotion of peace and justice through theological dialogue, and
o The use of multiple platforms and approaches in academic life.
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SU MM AR Y OF THE STRA T EG I C P LANN ING P R OCE S S
This plan recommends that Saint Paul School of Theology becomes a
seminary of intentional relationships with an identity within – but
clearly beyond – any of its operational locations, with administrative
staff and faculty located in proximity to instructional space and other
facilities in flexible settings.

In addition to this recommendation, the Strategic Plan consists of a step-by-step
outline of ten (10) goals spanning four (4) strategic directions for the continued
growth of Saint Paul. This outline details steps to be taken through the year 2025 to
improve what Saint Paul can offer, the method and manner in which those services
are offered, the efficiency with which it is run and organized, and the overall
adaptation of Saint Paul in the ever-changing worlds of religion, technology and
culture in the 21st Century. The Plan further details how the outcome of these efforts
will be judged and offers guidance for strategic planning in the future.
In the spirit of transparency, these pages also contain a review on how this team
was established, what information was gathered, how that information was
analyzed and applied to the ideas herein, and acknowledgements of all of those
involved in the effort.
Throughout its work, Strategic Planning Team looked at a variety of options, and
has concluded that the organizing principle of intentional relationships is ideal for
the 2017-2025 time span, and is the most vital approach at this time.
As a seminary of intentional relationships, Saint Paul may enter into many different
types of relationships. Some of these are already in place, and some are
envisioned as part of this Strategic Plan. Expressed graphically, Saint Paul
provides a hub around which radiate the relationships that help shape the seminary
and its future.
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A Seminary of Intentional Relationships
Created in and Serving the Heartland
c
• Collaborations*

•
•
•

Collaborations

Oklahoma City University
Kansas Wesleyan University
Others to be developed

• Partnerships
• Special Partner
Relationships
• Business
Relationships
Partnerships

• Affiliations

Special
Partner
Relationships

Business
Relationships

Affiliations

* See Section on Clarification of Terms.

• The United Methodist Church
of the Resurrection
• Trinity Community Church
• Church of the Servant
• Fellows Sponsors
• Others to be developed

Great Plains Conference
Missouri Conference
Oklahoma Conference
Oklahoma Indian
Missionary Conference
• Iowa Conference
• Arkansas Conference
• Others to be developed
•
•
•
•

• The United Methodist
Church of the Resurrection
• Oklahoma City University
• Avila University
• Fox Hill Office Park
• Others to be developed

• Association of Theological Schools
• Higher Learning Commission
• United Methodist General Board of
Higher Education and Ministry
• United Methodist University Senate
• Association of United Methodist
Theological Schools
• Kansas and Oklahoma State Boards of Regents
• US Department of Education
• Others to be developed
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STRATEGIC DIRECTONS AND GOALS
The heart of this Plan is contained in the four (4) Strategic Directions and the ten (10) Goals
associated with them:
THE STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS
1. Strengthening the Educational Enterprise: Preparing people for ministry within
the changing faith dynamics of the 21st Century
2. Creating a Community for Theological Learning, Training Dialogue and
Research in the Heartland: Bringing together the Church, the City Street, the
Country Road, the Public Square and the Academy
3. Advancing the Presence of Saint Paul: Promoting Saint Paul’s vision in
compelling and productive ways
4. Shaping the Future of Saint Paul with a Strong Foundation: leadership
governance, and planning in support of theological education for the future

1. STRENGTHENING THE EDUCATIONAL ENTERPRISE: PREPARING PEOPLE FOR MINISTRY WITHIN
THE CHANGING FAITH DYNAMICS OF THE 21ST CENTURY.
Goal 1: Saint Paul will offer degrees, certificate programs, and learning opportunities, which
reflect the unique mission, vision, and values of Saint Paul: which are offered in face-to-face
and on-line settings; which address the changing religious environment of the 21st Century;
which respond to the needs of students, clergy, lay professionals, and laity; and which are
specifically designed to attract diverse demographic groups.
Goal 2: Saint Paul will have a carefully recruited and selected student body of which a
significant proportion are persons of color, and which represents geographic diversity,
excellent academic capacity, and diversity in its vocational aspirations.
Goal 3: Saint Paul will employ a faculty which reflects the mission and vision of Saint Paul,
which reflects and engages the changing demographic makeup of students attracted to
theological education, and which has the capacity, individually and collectively, to reflect and
respond to changing faith communities and dynamics in the 21st Century.
2. CREATING COMMUNITY FOR THEOLOGICAL LEARNING, TRAINING, DIALOGUE AND RESEARCH
IN THE HEARTLAND: BRINGING TOGETHER THE CHURCH, THE CITY STREET, THE COUNTRY
ROAD, THE PUBLIC SQUARE, AND THE ACADEMY.
Goal 4: Saint Paul’s instructional space and support facilities will be flexible, while attending
to the critical issues of technology-friendly instructional space, student-faculty interaction
access, community and worship space, and other critical learning spaces, as well as
sufficient administrative and support facilities.
14

Goal 5: Saint Paul will create an environment of cultural awareness, diversity, equality, and
social justice on its campuses and other learning environments; its curricula will reflect
cultural diversity and social justice values, as will its policies and procedures. Saint Paul
relationships with the broader community will promote diversity and social justice.
Goal 6: Saint Paul will establish multiple forums, symposia, and on-going dialogues with
individuals and groups in order to increase student and faculty access to diverse views,
experiences, and centers of expertise; to promote and model interactional, shared learning;
and to capture and disseminate that learning widely throughout the academic and religious
communities.
3. ADVANCING THE PRESENCE OF SAINT PAUL: PROMOTING SAINT PAUL’S VISION IN
COMPELLING AND PRODUCTIVE WAYS

Goal 7: Saint Paul will conduct a wide variety of development, fund raising, communication,
and promotional activities that will ensure a well understood and supported, high quality
learning environment led by world-class faculty resulting in well-equipped graduates whose
average seminary-related debt reflects a steadily declining trend.
Goal 8: Saint Paul will maintain an internal and external communication system that
engenders openness, transparency, trust and community-building among students, faculty,
staff, trustees, alumni, donors, accrediting agencies, and The United Methodist Church, with
particular attention to effective communication with Collaborators, Partners, Affiliates, and
those with whom Saint Paul has Business Agreements.
4. SHAPING THE FUTURE OF SAINT PAUL WITH A STRONG FOUNDATION: PROVIDING
INSTITUTIONAL LEADERSHIP, GOVERNANCE, AND PLANNING IN SUPPORT OF THEOLOGICAL
EDUCATION FOR THE FUTURE.
Goal 9: Saint Paul will engage, explore, and facilitate the highest levels of institutional
leadership, administrative effectiveness, and future-oriented planning, within an environment
of transparent, shared governance.
Goal 10: Saint Paul will be adept and flexible in its approach to education by identifying and
cultivating collaborations, partnerships, and special partner relationships, with seminaries,
colleges, universities, churches and other organizations.
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The Strategic Planning Team presents this Executive Summary of the
Strategic Plan to the Board of Trustees with the prayer that it will prove
helpful in guiding Saint Paul of School of Theology into a meaningful and
fruitful future grounded in its history, faithful to its tradition, mindful of the
changing world, and devoted to the discipleship of Jesus Christ.

*****
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SAINT PAUL SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY
STRATEGIC PLAN: 2017 – 2025
Adopted by the Board of Trustees
February 26, 2016
Note: The reader is referred to the full Plan document, including the introductory
material, the supporting documents, and the appendix in order to fully understand the
import and impact of the strategic directions and goals contained in this Plan.

THE IDENTITY OF SAINT PAUL:
PURPOSE, MISSION, VISION, VALUES
Saint Paul School of Theology is a United Methodist seminary, and as such has an
active role in achieving the mission of the United Methodist Church. Paragraph 120 of
the 2012 Discipline of The United Methodist Church reads, in its entirety, “The Mission:
The mission of the Church is to make disciples of Jesus Christ. Local churches provide
the most significant arena through which disciple-making occurs.” (NOTE: Paragraph
121 goes on to provide an expansive and helpful “Rationale for Our Mission,” which
draws on Scripture, as well as the historical teachings of Methodism.)
PURPOSE of Saint Paul School of Theology
From its beginning, the purpose of Saint Paul School of Theology has been to form
people for transformational ministry in congregations, faith communities, and the world
in which we live, especially in the Heartland, so that they are equipped to carry out the
mission of the Church: making disciples of Jesus Christ for the transformation of the
world.
Saint Paul’s unique role in preparing persons for that vital work is described in its
institutional mission, vision, and values.
MISSION of Saint Paul School of Theology
Centered in Christ and rooted in the Wesleyan tradition, Saint Paul School of Theology
is a seminary of intentional relationships committed to the formation of people for
innovative, creative ministry through rigorous academic life, the exploration of Scripture,
tradition, ministry and practices, and diverse, contextual experience.
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VISION of Saint Paul School of Theology
Saint Paul School of Theology, a seminary in the Heartland, aspires to be a creative
network of collaborative learning relationships where students, clergy, lay professionals
and laity are equipped to serve congregations, the church, the city street, the country
road, the public square, and the academy, in an ever and rapidly changing world.

VALUES of Saint Paul School of Theology
Saint Paul School of Theology is:


Christ-centered, prophetic and evangelistic
From its beginning, Saint Paul School of Theology has been, and continues to be,
committed to operations, decision-making, and curriculum that embody a Christcentered, prophetic and evangelistic approach to theological education. Saint Paul
stresses engagement of traditional disciplines, such as scripture, church history, and
theology, while placing students in settings such as prisons, mental health
institutions, and monasteries, and building relationships with the marginalized.
Study and contextual experiences that explore witness, proclamation of the
gospel, and embodying the good news are guided by Saint Paul’s Christcentered, prophetic and evangelistic commitment.



Formed in justice, integrity, and faithful experience
Saint Paul is committed to racial justice, to Christian stands in the feminist and
womanist movements, to the struggle of families across our communities, to
environmental justice and peace, and to abiding attention to the poor and the
marginalized. Saint Paul is committed to integrity and holistic faithfulness, in
its response to God’s righteousness and love.



Contextual, diverse, relevant, and multicultural
Saint Paul is committed to the contextual engagement of academic and concrete life.
This commitment demands training in a diversity of settings in the search for faithful
response to the claims made in different contexts upon an attentive and skilled
ministry, a training committed to the excluded, the estranged, the oppressed, and
the marginalized. Saint Paul is committed to engaging theological learning in
contextual ways that expand the learner’s experience with diversity and
cultural sensitivity, and that are relevant to their ministry settings.



Committed to
o The integration of academic excellence and faithful practice
o The creation of community in the challenges of emergent contemporary contexts
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o The promotion of peace and justice through theological dialogue
o The use of multiple platforms and approaches in academic life.
These commitments drive decision-making around all aspects of academic and
contextual learning at Saint Paul.
The Mission, Vision, and Values provide a mechanism through which to express the
identity and purpose of Saint Paul. These brief statements cannot, in themselves,
express the many dimensions of Saint Paul’s history, experience, and aspiration.
Rather, they are intended to be a mirror and a window, both a reflection of Saint Paul’s
purpose, and a portal through which to see the many ways in which Saint Paul moves in
the Heartland and beyond.
As part of its commitment to the United Methodist Church, Saint Paul was formed by,
and continues to be informed by, the teachings of John Wesley. Consequently, the
Mission, Vision, and Values are grounded in what has come to be called the “Wesleyan
Quadrilateral” of Scripture-Tradition-Experience-Reason, Wesley’s commitment to the
poor and marginalized, his belief that reason is a gift from God that we ignore at our
peril, a passion for justice, and an undying energy for taking Jesus Christ into the
corners of the world.

STRATEGIC DIRECTION NUMBER 1
STRENGTHENING THE EDUCATIONAL ENTERPRISE: PREPARING PEOPLE FOR MINISTRY WITHIN
THE CHANGING FAITH DYNAMICS OF THE 21ST CENTURY.
Goal 1: Saint Paul will offer degrees, certificate programs, and learning opportunities,
which reflect the unique mission, vision, and values of Saint Paul: which are offered in
face-to-face and on-line settings; which address the changing religious environment of
the 21st Century; which respond to the needs of students, clergy, lay professionals, and
laity; and which are specifically designed to attract diverse demographic groups.
Indicators of Effectiveness:
The President, working closely with faculty and stakeholders, will ensure:


Clearly articulated set of standards that characterize Saint Paul graduates, including,
as appropriate:
o Rigorous academic achievement,


as demonstrated by achieving a minimum grade in Thesis Conference or
Summative Seminar,

o Theory and practice integration,
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as demonstrated by achieving a minimum grade in Thesis Conference or
Summative Seminar,

o Aspects of practical ministry,




On-going evaluation and discernment that assesses both effectiveness and
appropriateness of learning systems coupled with a process for on-going
modification reflecting the assessment,




as demonstrated by documentation of intentional relationships with Cabinets
and /or Boards of Ordained Ministry in each United Methodist conference in
the Heartland, and documentation of course/program modification reflecting
the assessment.

Formal, on-going, dialogue with other ecclesial bodies/judicatories linked to a
process for identifying strategies and approaches to prepare persons for ministry,




as demonstrated by the expansion of concentrations/specializations as
appropriate.

Formal, on-going, dialogue with United Methodist Cabinets and United Methodist
Boards of Ordained Ministry linked to a process for identifying strategies and
approaches to prepare persons for ministry,




as demonstrated by annual faculty assessment of course effectiveness and
related course modification documentation, and as noted on student
evaluation forms.

Concentrations/specializations for professional and vocational mastery in specific
ministry areas, such as rural ministry, youth ministry, urban ministry, non-profit
leadership, preaching, and social justice advocacy,




as demonstrated by achieving a minimum grade in Thesis Conference or
Summative Seminars.

as demonstrated by documentation of intentional relationships with other
ecclesial bodies/judicatories in the Heartland, and documentation of
course/program modification reflecting the assessment.

Expansion of learning opportunities, as appropriate, in collaboration with United
Methodist colleges and universities,


as demonstrated by appropriate Collaboration Agreements
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Expansion of on-line and hybrid courses, program, and degree options, as
appropriate,


as demonstrated by assessment based outcomes,



as demonstrated by exploration and expansion of certificate programs

Goal 2: Saint Paul will have a carefully recruited and selected student body of which a
significant proportion are persons of color, and which represents geographic diversity,
excellent academic capacity, and diversity in its vocational aspirations.
Indicators of Effectiveness:
The President, working closely with faculty, recruiters, advancement, and financial staff,
will ensure:


A student body which demonstrates increasing geographic, ethnic, and racial
diversity.



A student body which demonstrates increasing academic performance.



A student body which demonstrates increasing completion of academic degrees.

Goal 3: Saint Paul will employ a faculty which reflects the mission and vision of Saint
Paul, which reflects and engages the changing demographic makeup of students
attracted to theological education, and which has the capacity, individually and
collectively, to reflect and respond to changing faith communities and dynamics in the
21st Century.
Indicators of Effectiveness:


Intentionality in shaping a faculty, including by faculty development programs, that
reflects changing global realities to include individuals from traditions other than
United Methodist, and representing a mix of disciplines responsive to the curricular
and programmatic demands of Saint Paul’s degrees, certificates, and other learning
opportunities.



Increasing racial and ethnic diversity of the faculty reflecting the diversity of the
general population.



Articulated ideal configuration of disciplines/area of study among faculty and a
carefully monitored plan for moving progressively toward, and maintaining that ideal
configuration,
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Senior staff or faculty position in technology-based learning, with responsibility for
assisting faculty in planning, preparing for, and implementing technology-based
learning, and for supervising technical and support staff in the various
implementation aspects of technology-based learning,




as demonstrated by a planning document produced by 2017 and annual
updates on progress toward the ideal configuration outlined in the planning
document.

as demonstrated by creation and filling of position by 2018.

Faculty appropriately distributed between approved campus locations, based on
faculty/student ratio as determined by President and Academic Dean.

STRATEGIC DIRECTION NUMBER 2
CREATING COMMUNITY FOR THEOLOGICAL LEARNING, TRAINING, DIALOGUE AND RESEARCH
IN THE HEARTLAND: BRINGING TOGETHER THE CHURCH, THE CITY STREET, THE COUNTRY
ROAD, THE PUBLIC SQUARE, AND THE ACADEMY.
Goal 4: Saint Paul’s instructional space and support facilities will be flexible, while
attending to the critical issues of technology-friendly instructional space, student-faculty
interaction access, community and worship space, and other critical learning spaces, as
well as sufficient administrative and support facilities.
Indicators of Effectiveness:
The President, working closely with the Board of Trustees, faculty, and other key staff
will ensure:


In the Kansas City Area there shall be core space for instruction with, faculty offices,
student gathering space, worship space, and other learning-critical spaces, with
provisions for appropriate administrative functions,




as demonstrated in a Business Agreement(s) reflecting this usage.

Continue to hold selected courses in instructional space at The United Methodist
Church of the Resurrection in recognition of the instructional value of having those
courses in proximity to the praxis, practicum, and co-curricular opportunities at that
location,


as demonstrated by a Partner Agreement and a Business Agreement
reflecting these arrangements.
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In the Oklahoma City Area enhance and deepen the relationship between Saint Paul
and Oklahoma City University in order to affirm and strengthen the collaboration.



Upgrade the video link equipment, screens, software, cameras, projectors, etc. for
instructional space by 2018.

Goal 5: Saint Paul will create an environment of cultural awareness, diversity, equality,
and social justice on its campuses and other learning environments; its curricula will
reflect cultural diversity and social justice values, as will its policies and procedures.
Saint Paul relationships with the broader community will promote diversity and social
justice.
Indicators of Effectiveness
The President, working with the faculty, stakeholders and other key staff, will ensure:




Development of relationships with local government(s) and public officials through
intentional dialogue around cultural diversity and social justice initiatives,


as demonstrated by semi-annual compilation of schedules, lists of attendees,
and summaries of the discussion,



as demonstrated by opportunities for students and faculty to engage in the
community.

Implementation of a community/communications plan to create awareness and
understanding around cultural competence, cultural diversity and social justice
initiatives,




Students, faculty and staff demonstrate engagement in community interaction and
involvement,


•

as demonstrated by semi-annual articles, news releases, invitations to
events, reports and analyses of conditions, and other publically-accessed
information.

as demonstrated by quarterly compilations of community engagements by
faculty and students and reports of activities and outcomes.

Monitoring and modification of the curriculum where appropriate to support this Goal.
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Goal 6: Saint Paul will establish multiple forums, symposia, and on-going dialogues with
individuals and groups in order to increase student and faculty access to diverse views,
experiences, and centers of expertise; to promote and model interactional, shared
learning; and to capture and disseminate that learning widely throughout the academic
and religious communities.
Indicators of Effectiveness:
The President, working with faculty, stakeholders and other key staff, will ensure:




Coordinated mission- and vision-related themes among Saint Paul’s special lectures
and speaker-centered events,


as demonstrated in planning documents, program design, and event
descriptions and promotional material,



as demonstrated by opportunities for students and faculty to engage with
speakers and presenters.

Established relationships and regular dialogue between the Saint Paul community
and groups and organizations that can inform the practice of ministry,




as demonstrated by schedules, lists of participants, Partner Agreements, and
quarterly summaries of the content and outcome of dialogues.

Learning from these relationships captured and published in print and electronic
form and distributed throughout the academic and religious communities,
:
 as demonstrated by quarterly posts on Saint Paul’s website, and articles
submitted annually to academic and public journals and resources, reflecting
on the theological implication of these dialogues and the practical learning
gained from them.

STRATEGIC DIRECTION NUMBER 3
ADVANCING THE PRESENCE OF SAINT PAUL: PROMOTING SAINT PAUL’S VISION IN
COMPELLING AND PRODUCTIVE WAYS

Goal 7: Saint Paul will conduct a wide variety of development, fund raising,
communication, and promotional activities that will ensure a well understood and
supported, high quality learning environment led by world-class faculty resulting in wellequipped graduates whose average seminary-related debt reflects a steadily declining
trend.
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Indicators of Effectiveness:
The President, working closely with development, financial, and financial aid staff will
ensure:


Expansion of the Fellows initiative.



Average scholarship discount rate of 50% by 2018; 75% by 2020.



Completion of a capital campaign in support of Strategic Plan initiatives by 2025.



Appropriate staffing of the Saint Paul Advancement Office in support of the initiatives
described in this Strategic Plan

Goal 8: Saint Paul will maintain an internal and external communication system that
engenders openness, transparency, trust and community-building among students,
faculty, staff, trustees, alumni, donors, accrediting agencies, and The United Methodist
Church, with particular attention to effective communication with Collaborators,
Partners, Affiliates, and those with whom Saint Paul has Business Agreements.
Indicators of Effectiveness:
The President, working closely with the Vice President for Advancement and
communications staff, will ensure:


Robust communication capacity that includes knowledge and technical capacity in
all of the communication media: social, electronic, print, broadcast, and Internetbased,




Development of an Internal communication system that supports structural and
process changes, alignment with mission and vision, and staff morale,




as demonstrated by staff resumes and products, and Business Agreements
with appropriate outside contractors by 2017.

as demonstrated by monthly staff communication and feedback by 2017.

External communication system that supports transparency and projects an accurate
and clear identity in order to form an on-going pattern of faithful relationships,
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as demonstrated by a comprehensive communications plan, products, and
assessment/modification mechanisms by 2017.

STRATEGIC DIRECTION NUMBER 4
SHAPING THE FUTURE OF SAINT PAUL WITH A STRONG FOUNDATION: PROVIDING
INSTITUTIONAL LEADERSHIP, GOVERNANCE, AND PLANNING IN SUPPORT OF THEOLOGICAL
EDUCATION FOR THE FUTURE.
Goal 9: Saint Paul will engage, explore, and facilitate the highest levels of institutional
leadership, administrative effectiveness, and future-oriented planning, within an
environment of transparent, shared governance.
Indicators of Effectiveness:
The President, working closely with the Board of Trustees, the Vice President for
Advancement, the faculty, and other key staff, will ensure:


A Board of Trustees-created search which will, in a timely manner, identify and
appoint a new chief executive,






The chief executive of Saint Paul will devote significant time externally to institutional
development, and the building of intentional relationships,


as demonstrated by twice yearly reports to the Board of Trustees, beginning
April, 2017,



The Board of Trustees will develop and implement a shared process for the
evaluation of the chief executive by January 1, 2017.

Saint Paul’s Strategic Plan implementation fully aligned with accrediting standards,




as demonstrated by a search plan submitted by September 1, 2016.

as demonstrated by accreditation reports, and semi-annual review by the
Board of Trustees’ Strategic Planning and Evaluation Committee beginning
October, 2017.

Well-understood and fully-implemented system of governance adopted by the Board
of Trustees,


as demonstrated by the adoption of by-laws and policies, with articulated and
defined authority and responsibility,
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Implementation of Board of Trustees and faculty annual joint meetings by
2017.

Goal 10: Saint Paul will be adept and flexible in its approach to education by identifying
and cultivating collaborations, partnerships, and special partner relationships, with
seminaries, colleges, universities, churches and other organizations.
Indicators of Effectiveness:
The President, working closely with the Board of Trustees, will ensure:


Invitations from and possibilities regarding collaborations, partnerships, special
partner relationships and business agreements with other organizations are
entertained for evaluation as received.



Proactively identify and begin to cultivate new intentional relationships.



Demonstrate how and to what extent proposed relationships benefit Saint Paul’s
educational program.



Develop a data-driven system to evaluate all collaborations, partnerships, and
special partner relationships, existing and proposed.
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CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY
These four (4) Strategic Directions, and the ten (10) Goals and Indicators of Effectiveness
associated with them, are articulated with the expectation that they will be reviewed annually
and revised regularly in order to meet the changing world in which Saint Paul School of
Theology seeks to live out its Purpose through pursuit of its Mission and Vision, while honoring
its historic Values.
In summary, the Strategic Planning Team is putting forth a vital plan, which is necessarily
adaptable, adept and sustainable, meeting the needs of theological education for the future.

* * * * * *
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PLANNING PERSPECTIVES AND ASSUMPTIONS – THE
ENVIRONMENT WHICH INFORMS THIS STRATEGIC PLAN
The following materials include significant information, which helped shape and form the
strategic plan. They are included, not merely as supplemental information, but as documents
which were vital and informative in shaping the plan as well as foundational to the plan itself.

THE REARVIEW MIRROR, THE DASHBOARD, AND THE WINDSHIELD –
WHERE SAINT PAUL HAS BEEN, WHERE IT IS, AND WHERE IT IS GOING
The Rearview M irror
The “rearview mirror” shows what has happened. Sometimes it is simply the road we have just
traveled. Sometimes it reveals missed opportunities; sometimes it shows mistakes in
navigation. All the things revealed in the rearview mirror have one thing in common: they are
passed and we cannot re-do them. We can, however, learn from them as we move ahead.
Recent years have been a cauldron of change for Saint Paul School of Theology. Like most
North American seminaries – those affiliated with The United Methodist Church and those of
other denominations – Saint Paul has experienced dramatic reduction in enrollment, financial
pressures caused in large part by forces beyond its control, and sea changes in the church it
seeks to serve.
In the summer of 2013, Saint Paul vacated the Truman Road property in northeast Kansas City,
Missouri, and embarked upon an entirely new way of being a seminary.
While change was the hallmark of Saint Paul in Kansas City, steadiness and growth marked
Saint Paul at Oklahoma City University (OCU). Throughout this time, Saint Paul at OCU
continued to develop resources, conduct classes that were video-linked to Saint Paul’s Kansas
City instructional space, and expanded its enrollment. In 2013, thanks to an expansion of
resident faculty, Saint Paul at OCU received full degree-granting accreditation. This meant that
students attending Saint Paul at OCU no longer had to fulfill a residency requirement at the
Kansas City campus. This important expansion of capacity increased Saint Paul’s ability to
recruit students to the Oklahoma City University campus. It made possible a full and wellrounded seminary endeavor for those students, while removing significant logistical challenges
to their experience.
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In Kansas City, administrative and faculty offices, once scattered over several buildings, were
gathered into one office space in suburban Overland Park, Kansas. Kansas City-based classes
began convening in facilities of The United Methodist Church of the Resurrection in Leawood,
Kansas.
Input from the focus groups and the on-line survey conducted by the Strategic Planning Team
consistently revealed concerns with a lack of transparency in the decision-making, along with
poor communication with alumni and other constituents, which prevented the emergence of a
cohesive and comprehensive narrative about the nature and purpose of the move away from
northeast Kansas City into a suburban setting.
During this time of change and transition, Resurrection offered a location at below market rate
for instructional space and to house a portion of the library while long-term decisions were
made about location. The relocation of classes to Resurrection became the perceived focus of
student engagement and recruitment; a new member of the recruitment staff was hired to
focus primarily on Resurrection and campus ministries in the Great Plains, Iowa and Missouri
conferences.
This arrangement also provided an opportunity for experimenting with new ways of thinking
about collaborative efforts and what they entail. Much learning has taken place during this
transition and Saint Paul will always be grateful to Resurrection for its role in helping Saint Paul
to discern its path forward.
Since the 2013 move Saint Paul’s life saw much positive movement, including
•

Learning and growing expertise around the delivery of live, video-linked classes,

•

Expansion of the Korean Doctor of Ministry program in partnership with the Korean
Methodist Church,

•

Legacy continuation of the Truman Road campus under the stewardship of Guadalupe
Centers,

•

Holy Conversations throughout the Heartland with alumni and donors, and

•

Articulation, development and accreditation of a new curriculum designed to reflect the
changing needs of students and the changing realities of the church.
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In a time of such organizational churning, it became increasingly urgent that Saint Paul looks
carefully at its heritage and founding principles, at the gifts of Saint Paul’s faculty, collaborators
and partners, and at the changing church, the emerging social fabric, and new concepts of
theological education in order to construct a strategic vision for itself.
The Dashboard
The term “dashboard” is often used by organizations to describe a set of measures that are
comparable over time. In the context of this Strategic Plan, however, the term “dashboard” is
being used to describe the immediate surroundings – what we see in the environment when
we look around us – culturally, demographically, educationally, and in the religious landscape.
In its Environmental Scan, the Strategic Planning Team examined a wide variety of dynamics
that affect both the seminary and its learners. This exercise drew heavily on studies and reports
of the Pew Research Center for Religion and Public Life, the research and writings of the Lewis
Center for Church Leadership at Wesley Theological Seminary, and the work of the Association
of Theological Schools (ATS), as well as various books, articles, and websites.
Key learnings from this exercise affected the way in which the Team approached its task.
Among the trends reviewed were:
•

Cultural and Social Shifts
o
o

Diversity and Racism
Work and Capitalism

o
o

Church and Religion
Families and Attitudinal Shifts

o

Changes in the Public Arena

•

Demographics, Populations and Ethnicity

•

Economic Indicators

•

Education/Theological Institutions

•

Governing and Public Service

•

Religious and Theological Landscapes
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•

Technology in General

•

Technology – Relative to Theological Education

Focus groups helped the Team to understand how Saint Paul is perceived, and how Saint Paul
alumni, United Methodist conference leaders, and students felt about Saint Paul. The Focus
Group comments around challenges and opportunities facing Saint Paul and the global church
largely mirrored the environmental scan. Focus Group participants consistently hoped for a
strong Saint Paul, and consistently named the articulation of a Saint Paul “identity” as a key
issue facing Saint Paul. Alumni consistently named their Saint Paul experience as the central
formational experience in their vocation and their lives. They pointed to Saint Paul’s strong
sense of community and the opportunities for spiritual formation as the foundation for their
theological education.
An on-line survey, accessed through the Saint Paul website was available to anyone who
wished to participate from Spring through Fall of 2015. Survey respondents ranked the faculty
as Saint Paul’s primary strength and its facilities as its primary deficiency. When asked to
identify top priorities for Saint Paul for the coming years, combining academic rigor with
informed practice of ministry was named as the most important priority.
Because Saint Paul is living in the midst of these dynamics and trends and responding to them,
a number of innovations reflecting these changes are already underway. For example:
•

New Masters programs with reduced number of required credit hours and increased
attention to synergistic learning and spiritual formation. Seventy-nine (79) hours are now
required for a Master of Divinity degree. In addition, every student is required to be in a
ministry setting – appointed, hired, or volunteer. Included in the 79 credit hours are these
requirements:
o

Spiritual retreats twice a year are designed to move students beyond “learning about”
spirituality to experiencing spiritual development and formation it in the midst of a
community of collaboration.

o

Practicums are workshop-like classes sponsored by a faculty member and led by a guest
practitioner (or co-led with faculty). Practicums focus on experiential learning in a
particular practice of ministry. Examples of Saint Paul practicums include budgets and
financial reporting, funerals and memorial services, ministry of social justice, and
ministry with youth.
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o

Co-curricular opportunities offered by The United Methodist Church of the Resurrection
(Leawood, KS), United Methodist Church of the Servant and St. Luke’s United Methodist
Church (Oklahoma City, OK), and Boston Avenue United Methodist Church (Tulsa, OK)
are opportunities for Saint Paul students to experience meetings, training events,
seminars, and other planning and developmental experiences that are part of the life of
a congregation.

o

Mid-Degree Seminar is a collaborative course designed to help students reflect on their
progress in formation for ministry. The Mid-Degree Seminar focuses especially on the
student’s ability to integrate theory and practice. This is a prime example of the praxis
model of theological education in which Saint Paul has been a leader for over 50 years.

o

The Summative Seminar is an intensive engagement with theology and ministry
designed to help students strengthen their ability to integrate theory and practice,
especially as they prepare with judicatory committees for their ordination and/or
commissioning processes. In a central component of the Seminar, students rehearse
articulating their theology in relation to their current or intended ministry setting.

•

Praxis Learning Centers (PLC) are designated sites of learning. (“Praxis Learning Center” is
an umbrella term, which covers many types of practical learning.) PLCs expose students to
practical dimensions of ministry that complement Saint Paul's mission to form persons with
a capacity to serve in a variety of contexts. Through supervised ministry and mentorship, a
PLC is an investment in the spiritual and professional formation of persons called to serve
church and society. PLCs vary widely in their settings, and may include
o

Practicums, as described above.

o

The placement of Saint Paul Fellows, as described below.

o

Various Contextual Education placements in which students work with congregational
or non-congregational organizations in ministry roles, described more fully in the Saint
Paul catalogue.

o

Involvement with team-teaching and guest lecturers.

o

Involvement with joint faculty/practitioner projects which result in the achievement of
specific ministry outcomes, co-authored publications, or other joint products.
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•

Fellows Program is Saint Paul’s ground breaking partner-driven provision for fully funded
seminary education linked to placement in a supervised ministry setting. A Saint Paul
Fellowship consists of a fully funded scholarship for tuition, books, and fees, for three years
of seminary education. In addition to the scholarship, the Fellow is placed in (appointed or
hired by) a local church where their work is supervised and they are mentored. In addition
to the local supervisor and mentor, Fellows are consistently mentored at Saint Paul
throughout their seminary experience. The Fellows program, with its partner-driven
combination of full scholarship and ministry placement, is unique among United Methodist
seminaries.

•

The Three-Plus-Three Program (3+3) is a matriculation agreement with Kansas Wesleyan
University. It is designed to encourage undergraduate students to move intentionally
towards seminary in ways that increase commitment and conserve both time and resources.
Under this agreement with Kansas Wesleyan University (KWU) in Salina, Kansas,
undergraduates enroll at KWU, completing the required courses for their preferred
undergraduate degree in three years and reserving most of their electives for their fourth
year. During their fourth year, 3+3 students enroll at Saint Paul as a special, non-degree
student, taking courses typically taken by seminary students during their first year. After
successfully completing those courses, their Saint Paul courses transfer to Kansas Wesleyan
as electives, and 3+3 students are granted their undergraduate degrees. At that point the
student is enrolled in a Saint Paul degree program, with the Saint Paul courses they have
already taken counting towards their Saint Paul degree. During their fifth and sixth years of
study, they complete their Master’s degree at Saint Paul. This arrangement allows students
to complete both their undergraduate and Master’s degree in six years.

The W indshield
The windshield is the glass through which we view what is coming toward us, and what we are
moving toward. Some images, near and growing nearer, are quite clear; other images are
distant and unclear; some seem to recede as we approach them. “Living into the future” is a
process of constantly assessing these changing images within the context of our purpose –
making adjustments, changing speed or even course, always watching, always engaging with
that future, always understanding that we are a dynamic, not a static, system.
According to recent data from the Association of Theological Schools (ATS), theological
education is in the midst of a significant shift. ATS data trends project that by 2022 more
students will be in two-year Masters of Arts [in Theology] degrees than will be in Master of
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Divinity (M.Div.) programs. The M.Div., the traditional path to ordination, has shown a steady
one-to-two percent (1-2%) decline every year since 2005 and shows no signs of abatement.
This trend has significant implications for Saint Paul, which has traditionally focused on
preparing persons for ordained ministry in the local church through its M.Div. program.
The ever changing environment in cultures around the world, as well as in the Heartland, make
it difficult to monitor and track changes in attitudes and beliefs, and therefore to predict future
systems and needs. To help with this, the Strategic Planning Team turned to those who are
engaged with theological education, and who are recipients of services from theological
institutions.
Robert Hayes, Bishop of the Oklahoma Conference and the Oklahoma Indian Missionary
Conference, encouraged the formation of creative alliances and to “cross bridges to extend
invitations for collaboration” with Boards of Ordained Ministry, Cabinet members, Districts and
Jurisdictions, and other educational institutions.
Scott Jones, Bishop of the Great Plains Conference, emphasized that Saint Paul School of
Theology is crucial to The United Methodist Church in the Heartland. While noting that the
state of theological education in America today is in great flux, he encouraged Saint Paul to
reflect upon its identity in this time and place in the 21st Century. He noted that while Saint
Paul must not become a subsidiary of The United Methodist Church of the Resurrection, best
practices located in local congregations can help with the successful future of Saint
Paul. However, Saint Paul must also develop additional credible relationships, according to
Bishop Jones.
Robert Schnase, Bishop of the Missouri Conference, noted several issues of importance. He
emphasized that younger people do not want a traditional path of ordination, though they
want theological education; they don’t want a three-year education system standing between
them and their ability to go directly into ministry. He stated that most successful institutions
are those that are built on information and not on what he referred to as “mass” (concrete,
buildings, inventory, and so forth).
Gary Mueller, Bishop of the Arkansas Conference, stated that “Saint Paul must be known for
fostering an environment of innovation.” He recommended creating collaborations for
strategic resources, including expanding the Oklahoma City University Campus collaboration
to include even more congregations. He also suggested extending Saint Paul into Arkansas by
holding Saint Paul classes on the campus of Philander-Smith College. Bishop Mueller
suggested the creation of a five-year integration of the seminary degree program and the two
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post-seminary appointment years. He suggested that the conference and the seminary work in
partnership to supervise participants throughout the five years. Primary responsibility, he said,
would rest with the faculty early in the program, shifting to the conference in the later years of
the process.
Adam Hamilton, Senior Pastor of The United Methodist Church of the Resurrection, focused on
the congregation’s relationship with Saint Paul, stating ways that Resurrection can help Saint
Paul prepare leaders for the future. He cited practical and logistical ways in which this can
take place, including on-site training opportunities associated with ministry (e.g., baptisms,
weddings, funerals), as well as opportunities to participate in conferences held at Resurrection.
Gil Rendle, Senior Consultant with the Institute for Clergy and Congregational Excellence of
the Texas Methodist Foundation in Austin, Texas, encouraged Saint Paul School of Theology to
think of itself as a seminary outside the walls, trying to serve a mission field in need rather than
an institution. He noted that the United Methodist denomination is trying to become more
mission-based, rather than church-based, and that theological education must go far beyond
preparing pastors. “Society is now in a place where people are seeking meaning outside the
church, so it is important,” says Rendle, “to recognize where the mission field is and for Saint
Paul School to serve a mission field in need rather than an institution.”
Alice Hunt, President of Chicago Theological Seminary, encouraged Saint Paul to “loosen
bolts, increase adaptability, and create space.” She challenged the strategic planning team
not to think of the “future of theological education,” but rather “theological education for the
future.”
President Hunt encouraged the Team to
•

Focus on lifelong learning – find ways to make itself available throughout life, recognize a
multitude of motives.

•
•

Recognize that the Master of Divinity is one among many paths.
Create alternative reward structures.

•

Recognize that current underpinnings of curriculum are indefensible.

•

New Curriculum will bring forth the best of tradition – plus best of “today.”

•

Recognize many ways of learning, many ways of creating community.

•
•

Question what it means to be a seminary.
Demonstrate values to all communities.

•

Become relevant to needs of God’s creation.
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She encourage thinking as “founders,” developing theological education for the future, which
she said would be characterized by:
•

Diverse faculty and students

•
•

Culturally sensitive curricula
Curriculum that does not privilege preaching at the expense of ritual and other forms of
worship

•
•

Anti-racism
Imagination and risk

•

Addressing economic issues – education for the public square

•

Real – not naïve – about the gist of interreligious engagement

Saint Paul’s particular challenge in this new, exciting, unpredictable, and vibrant world is to
continue to pursue its original purpose of forming persons for transformational ministry in
congregations and faith communities, understanding that, while the purpose has not changed,
everything else has.
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COLLABORATIONS, PARTNERSHIPS, SPECIAL PARTNER RELATIONSHIPS,
BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS AND AFFILIATIONS
The following is an effort to define the characteristics of each of these relationships in order to
describe a context that will ensure that Saint Paul is able, through the realization of these
relationships, to achieve its mission and pursue its vision.
The term “collaboration” has typically been used to describe all of these relationships, and the
lack of differentiation among them has often led to confusion as to the nature of the actual
relationship. The general use of that term has, on occasion, also given the inaccurate
impression that all relationships are the same.
The following descriptions are intended to describe different types of relationships with
different purposes and goals, as they relate to Saint Paul’s mission. The different categories
are not intended to describe a hierarchy of importance, but rather a network of different types
of relationships that have different types of characteristics.
Collaborations: A long-term, formal arrangement and relationship where separate
peer organizations come together to create a new structure and process that reflect a
shared purpose, while retaining autonomous governance structures.

This Strategic Plan reserves the term “collaboration” for a relationship with an accredited
institution of higher education. Collaborations are specifically aimed at expanding the
academic capacity of Saint Paul, and the academic options available to Saint Paul students.
Collaboration agreements are designed to meet not only the organizational needs and
standards of Saint Paul and its collaborators. They also address the accreditation issues, (e.g.,
the credibility of instruction, the sequence of learning experiences, the credentialing of faculty)
which provide the foundation for the degrees granted.
At present, Saint Paul is engaged in two such Collaborations:
•

Saint Paul at Oklahoma City University established an accredited master’s degree-granting
seminary program located at Oklahoma City University, with shared faculty, shared library,
and shared information technology, but without becoming subsumed within OCU as a
graduate program of the university.
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•

The Three-Plus-Three educational initiative with Kansas Wesleyan University creates a new
blueprint for incoming undergraduates who wish to commit to a course of study that will
result in both an undergraduate degree from KWU and a master’s degree from Saint Paul,
all within a six-year, articulated curriculum.

The Strategic Directions and Goals described elsewhere in this Plan indicate the direction in
which Saint Paul Collaborations will move over the next five years

Partnerships: A formal relationship in which organizations work together on a task,
event or goals, both short and long term. The parties involved have something to gain
by working with one another. Working together helps each organization better serve the
community and reach its own mission-focused goals.

The Strategic Planning Team reserves the term “partnership” for relationships with
congregations and other organizations which expand Saint Paul’s capacity for practical
experience in a wide variety of ministry settings. The partnership agreements describe the
learning goals for the Saint Paul student, the benefit the partnership will provide to the partner
organizations, the supervision and other types of program monitoring which both Saint Paul
and the partner organizations will provide, and other pertinent issues related to the operation
of the partnership.
Partnerships may involve large congregations or organizations providing practical ministry
settings for a number of Saint Paul students at any one time. They may involve small
congregations or organizations with a single Saint Paul student on site at any one time.
Partnerships may also involve organizations such as not-for-profit service organizations,
advocacy groups, and community development groups. The quality of the experiences and
their applicability to students’ post-Saint Paul ministry is the determining factor in the value of
the partnership.
At present Saint Paul Partnerships include a number of practical learning-for-ministry sites
(Practicums, Praxis Learning Centers, Co-Curricular Learning) where Saint Paul students work
and learn. Examples of these include:
•

The United Methodist Church of the Resurrection in Leawood, Kansas, where students
engage in practical learning related to funerals and memorial services, budgets and
financial reporting, and leadership principles for clergy and laity.
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•

Trinity Community Church, a United Methodist Congregation in Kansas City, Kansas, which
provides field education for a Saint Paul student intern in urban ministry.

•

The innovative and restorative justice work in prison ministry at OCU.

•

The Fellows Program is a partnership among funding, appointing, and supervising entities.
Fellows partners provide tuition, books, and fees for an entire degree program, along with
a student appointment or employment which provides key learning in the practice of
ministry, as well as supporting stipend and housing needs. Partners commit funds, ministry
settings, supervision, and mentoring. Saint Paul provides academic and praxis learning,
spiritual formation, and mentoring.
o

Fellowships are currently established with
§
§

The United Methodist Church of the Resurrection, Leawood, Kansas (two)
The United Methodist Church of the Servant, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

§
§

Nichols Hills United Methodist Church, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Great Plains United Methodist Conference

Saint Paul anticipates that besides the five (5) Fellowships already established (shown
above), there will be as many as five (5) additional Fellowships created in time for
enrollment in the Fall, 2016.

Special Partnerships: Relationships which focus on the practical aspects, spiritual
formation of and mentoring for ministry, which may include partnerships with Bishops
and Cabinets in all of the surrounding United Methodist annual conferences and
churches, as well as with judicatories in other churches.

Saint Paul School of Theology serves students from a wide variety of faith traditions and those
seeking spiritual grounding, exploring the religious landscape or hungry for lifelong learning.
As part of its commitment to ecumenism, Saint Paul works diligently to ensure that students
from many denominations are well prepared with a solid theological grounding for vocation
and calling in their own faith traditions. Saint Paul is committed to providing a safe place for
students on the path of personal enrichment, formation or lifelong learning.
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Having said that, it is also important to note that Saint Paul was founded by The United
Methodist Church and honors that tradition and commitment in many ways. One of those ways
is in its special partnership with The United Methodist Church in the Heartland.
Saint Paul partners with Bishops and Cabinets in all of the surrounding conferences, primarily
Great Plains, Missouri, Oklahoma, Oklahoma Indian Missionary, Iowa, and Arkansas. These
partnerships focus on the practical aspects of ministry, on spiritual formation for ministry, and
mentoring for ministry.
Saint Paul students serve churches during their student years in each of these conferences. The
nature and relative formality of these partnerships vary from conference to conference.
Saint Paul seeks deep conversation with each Cabinet around shared values, mentoring
support, placement and appointment issues, academic and formational preparation,
performance and evaluation, and effective interface with the various responsibilities and
processes of Boards of Ordained Ministry.
Each Bishop/Cabinet/Board of Ordained Ministry is a unique and a uniquely qualified system to
promote effective ministry. Saint Paul seeks to develop partnerships with each system that
ensure open dialogue, effective preparation for ministry, and constructive feedback.
Saint Paul will continue its historic and active relationships with judicatories in the Presbyterian
Church (USA), United Church of Christ, Disciples of Christ, Church of God in Christ, African
Methodist Episcopal, African Methodist Episcopal Zion, Christian Methodist Episcopal,
National Baptist Convention, USA, Inc., National Baptist Convention of America and
Progressive Baptist Association, as we strengthen current relationships and build new ones.

Affiliations: A relationship in which an organization seeks out contact and interaction
with another organization for the purpose of accountability, credibility, specific assistance,
and/or support.

Affiliations are an important part of Saint Paul School of Theology. These are the relationships
that tie Saint Paul institutionally to The United Methodist Church, the academic community,
other theological schools, and to the professional organizations that provide development,
training, and accountability around faculty, staff, and the educational enterprise. These
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relationships ensure that Saint Paul maintains a credible capacity to recruit students, engage
ministry partners, and inspire donors. Saint Paul cannot operate in a vacuum. These affiliations
ensure the relationships and accountability that prevent such a vacuum from forming.
Saint Paul is in relationship with a number of Affiliates, including
•

The Association of Theological Schools

•

The Association of Methodist Theological Seminaries

•

The General Board of Higher Education and Ministry of The United Methodist Church

•

The Higher Learning Commission

•

The University Senate of the United Methodist Church

•
•

Consortium of Kansas City-Area Theological Schools
State of Kansas Board of Regents1

•

State of Oklahoma Board of Regents

•

Faculty professional associations

•

Faculty denominational associations

•

Staff professional associations

Business Agreem ents: A relationship in which one party is remunerated for goods,
services, and/or facilities provided by the other party. The relationship is defined by a
contract, or a similar legal agreement.

As a seminary of relationships, Saint Paul holds classes in a number of locations. It also uses
space for offices and library holdings, and contracts for Information Technology support. It
owns none of this space and employs none of the individuals providing these services. Saint
Paul’s business agreements covering services and facilities are contained in contracts or
memoranda of understanding describing the terms under which the goods, services, and
facilities are made available, and the remuneration Saint Paul provides to secure them.
Saint Paul has business agreements with some organizations which are also Partners or
Collaborators. The business agreements are different from the educational and ministry
purpose of the collaborations and partnerships. While the two have often been confused, this
Strategic Plan draws a sharp distinction between the “use of facilities and services” and the
“pursuit of education and ministry.” The two may co-exist, but they are not the same, and they
operate on separate planes in terms of their relationship dynamics with Saint Paul.
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At present, Saint Paul has Business Agreements with the following organizations:
•

Oklahoma City University (instructional space; information technology; student services)

•

Resurrection (instructional space, miscellaneous use space; library space; information
technology)

•

Avila University (library space; student housing; student services)

•

Fox Hill Office Park (faculty offices; administrative offices; instructional space; miscellaneous
use space)

******
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Appendix 1: Glossary
The following terms often mean different things in different contexts. These definitions are
intended to help the reader understand how these terms are used in this Strategic Plan.
Affiliation: A relationship in which an organization seeks out contact and interaction with
another organization for the purpose of accountability, credibility, specific assistance, and/or
support.
Business Agreem ent: A relationship in which one party is remunerated for goods, services,
and/or facilities provided by another party. The relationship is defined by a contract or similar
legal agreement, which contains, among other things, the manner in which the relationship can
be terminated.
Clergy: The term clergy is used here to describe those individuals, of any denomination, who
are engaged in study at Saint Paul as part of their exploration, intention and effort to become
ordained within their denomination, and whose seminary experience focuses on a call to postseminary ministry in leadership of conventional congregational settings or non-traditional faith
communities.
Collaboration: A long-term, formal arrangement and relationship where separate peer
organizations come together to create a new structure and process that reflects a shared
purpose, while retaining autonomous governance structures. In this Plan, the term
collaboration specifically refers to a relationship between Saint Paul and an accredited
institution of higher learning for the purposes of expanding Saint Paul’s educational enterprise.
Core Com petencies: A generic list of skills that facilitate the provision of a particular
benefit. These are not products or services, but are characteristics that should align with the
vision and mission of the organization.
Dashboard: The term “dashboard” is often used by organizations to describe a set of
measures that are comparable over time. In the context of this Strategic Plan, however, the
term “dashboard” is being used to describe the immediate surroundings – what we see in the
environment when we look around us – culturally, demographically, educationally, and in the
religious landscape – the indicators of what is happening in the present.
Goals: Describe the outcomes the institution hopes to achieve. They may focus internally or
externally and confirm the direction in which the institution believes it must progress. In this
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Plan, Goals are accompanied by Indicators of Effectiveness which state specific products,
behaviors, and timelines associates with the Goals. In this Plan, many may not be fully
attainable within the context of the 2017-2025 time frame. The Indicators of Effectiveness are
intended to show the progress toward a Goal is envisioned over the next five years.
Heartland: As used in this Strategic Plan, “Heartland” refers to the states of Nebraska, Iowa,
Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma, and Arkansas as geographic entities. This term also refers to the
Great Plains, Iowa, Missouri, Oklahoma, Oklahoma Indian Missionary, and Arkansas Annual
Conferences of the United Methodist Church as components of the United Methodist
connectional system. These states represent the primary geographic area from which most
Saint Paul students come, and to which most return as they embark upon their post-Saint Paul
ministries. While the Heartland has been Saint Paul’s focus from its beginning, Saint Paul also
draws students from around the world, and returns them to ministry in a wide variety of settings
in Africa and Korea as well as all parts of the United States.
Indicators of Effectiveness: Sometimes called “measurements,” Indicators of
Effectiveness help the institution test the pulse of performance. They identify the key
components that need to be tracked in order to monitor goals. See “Goals” (above) for more
description of how this term is used in this Strategic Plan.
Laity: Laity are individuals who are seeking a deeper understanding of their lives, their
practice and participation in their communities, and their commitments to and relationship with
God and each other. In this Plan, laity are, in particular, those who look to the seminary for
theological insights into that search. For the purposes of this Strategic Plan, “laity” may or may
not be part of a formally constructed congregation or faith community; they may relate to the
seminary as individuals or in organized small groups.
Lay Professionals: Lay professionals are individuals who are called to ministry in a variety of
settings, but who are not seeking ordination. These might include, for example, teaching, care
ministries, any of several age-level ministries, or administrative work within a congregational
setting in partnership with ordained clergy. Lay professionals also include individuals whose
call to service leads them to work in public settings, not-for-profit organizations, and private
enterprise, and who wish that work to be underpinned with a systematic educational
experience that provides a theological understanding of relationships and purpose.
M ission: An organization’s Mission is the statement that articulates what the organization
does, how it does that, and for whom it is done.
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Partnership: A formal relationship in which organizations work together on a task, event or
goals, both short and long term. The parties involved have something to gain by working with
one another. Working together helps each organization better serve the community and reach
its own mission-focused goals. For the purposes of this Plan, the term partnership applies
generally to relationships between Saint Paul and congregations or other organizations
designed to provide students with practical learning experiences and regular, edifying contact
with persons already working in the field.
It should be noted that, for the purposes of this Plan, the term “partnership” specifically DOES
NOT connote a legal relationship of shared liability, but rather collegial work on behalf of the
development of ministry skills among Saint Paul students.
Rearview M irror: In this Plan, the term “review mirror” is shorthand for a brief review of the
history of Saint Paul and selected events and dynamics in that history which affect Saint Paul
and its current situation.
Strategic Directions: The large issues that drive an organization and its purpose. These are
the responses to large challenges related to the organization’s vision, mission, and identity.
Strategic Planning: A process, not a document, whose value lies more in the journey than
in the destination. Strategic Planning is systematic and deliberate, and uses a defined
methodology. It is designed to create realistic, measurable, result-oriented objectives, and is
ongoing. Strategic Planning does not end with the creation of the Plan document.
Students: Any individual engaged in study at Saint Paul whether they are identified as
clergy, laity or lay professionals.
Values: Values are those concepts at the core of an organization which define what the
organization stands for, and which guide the way in which it acts and makes decisions.
Vision: An organization’s vision is its preferred future, a picture of its dreams, a statement
that defines what it will be known for.
W indshield: In this Plan, the term “windshield” is shorthand for the process of looking into
the future. It is used as a metaphor to capture the dynamics of travel and the need always to
adjust to the changing environment.
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Appendix 2: Strategic Planning Authorization Process
•

Most recent Strategic Plan produced by Saint Paul School of Theology: 2005

•

Four Strategic Directions identified by Board of Trustees in 2013:
1. Fully develop the collaborations with The United Methodist Church of the Resurrection
and Oklahoma City University to create an innovative model of theological education.
2. Develop an outstanding 21st Century theological library on the Greater Kansas City
campus.
3. Recruit and develop an increasingly excellent faculty equipped to deliver a 21st Century
curriculum within a multi-state, collaborate model.
4. Develop a financially sound, sustainable, stable organization through increased
enrollment, fundraising, and additional educational programs, while providing
enhanced financial support to students.

•

Process for Creating the 2016-2025 Strategic Plan*:
In October 2014, the Board of Trustees authorized a strategic planning process. The
authorization:
§ Identified the time frame and scope for the 2016-2020 Saint Paul Strategic Plan,
§

Described skills and experience needed on the Strategic Planning Team,

§
§

Elected Nancy Brown Chair of the Strategic Planning Team, and
Authorized the Executive Committee to name members of the Strategic Planning Team,
based on criteria adopted by the Board.

•

Time Frame for the work of the Strategic Planning Team
•

Team named and authorized by Executive Committee, January, 2015

•

Data Collection, stakeholder presentations, focus groups, January – May, 2015

•

Areas of strategic focus identified, sorted, prioritized, June – September, 2015

•

Draft plan developed and shared with Board and constituencies for feedback, October
– December, 2015

•

Plan finalized and presented to Board for approval, February, 2016

•

Implementation motions relative to Plan implementation presented to Board, April,
2016

* During the planning process the Strategic Planning Team expanded its recommendations to 2025.
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Appendix 3: Strategic Planning Team
Nancy Brown
Chair, Kansas State Legislator (retired), Executive Director, Women’s Legislative Network of the
National Conference of State Legislators (retired)
Ashley Cheung
Director of Connectional Ministries and Development, Asbury UMC, Prairie Village KS, #*
Robert Cox, MD, *
Brian Green-Young
Director of Student Recruitment, SPST #* (Board member through June, 2015)
M ark Holland
Pastor, Trinity UMC and Mayor/CEO of Kansas City, KS and Wyandotte County, KS #
Nancy Lambert
Director of Clergy Excellence, Great Plains Conference, UMC #
Tom M cDaniel
Immediate Past President, Oklahoma City University
M arcia M cFee
Consultant, Designer, Professor of Worship in various seminaries #
Kendall W aller
Lead Pastor, Missouri United Methodist Church, Columbia, MO #
Karyn L. W iseman
Associate Professor of Homiletics, Associate Dean for First Theological Degree Programs,
Director of United Methodist Studies, The Lutheran Theological Seminary at Philadelphia #
Tex Sam ple
Rogers Professor Emeritus of Church and Society, SPST
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Angela Sim s
Rogers Chair of Church and Society, Associate Professor of Ethics and Black Church Studies
and Dean of Academic Programs, SPST *
Sharon Howell,
President, SPST, ex officio #*
Twila Glenn,
Chair, SPST Board of Trustees, ex officio *

# = Saint Paul Graduate

* = Member of the Saint Paul Board of Trustees
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Appendix 4: Board of Trustees
Ms. Twila M. Glenn, Chair

Ex officio members:

Mr. John Ballard

Rev. H. Sharon Howell,
President

Rev. Andy Bryan
Mr. Clif Christopher
Dr. Robert Cox
Ms. Ashley Cheung
Rev. Barry Freese

Mr. Bernard Barry,
Director of Accounting and Finance
Dr. Elaine Robinson,
Interim Vice President for Academic Affairs
Mr. David Sisney,
Vice President for Advancement

Mr. Glenn Grove
Mr. Greg Harvey
Bishop Robert Hayes
Bishop Scott Jones
Mr. Roger Marshall
Rev. Jamilah Moss
Dr. Michael Parmely
Mr. Craig Ramsey
Rev. Chris Ruddell
The Honorable Julie Robinson
Bishop Robert Schnase
Dr. Angela Sims
Ms. Lora Stiles
Ms. Kim Warren
Rev. Beverly Wilkes-Null
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Appendix 5: Timeline of Selected Saint Paul Highlights since
2005
Saint Paul’s most recent previous Strategic Plan was created in 2005. Following is a timeline of
selected highlights in the life of Saint Paul since that time.
Year(s)
2005-2015

Event
Enrollment drops by 17%
2005-2005: 265 students
2014-2015: 220 students

2006-2014

Significant turnover in Development staff and in the position of Vice
President for Academic Affairs and Dean

2007

Second campus opened at Oklahoma City University with emphases on
Native American ministries and Prison Ministries as well United
Methodist history and theology

2007

Real-time, live video-linked classrooms created in Oklahoma City and
Kansas City so that students in both locations can take the same class at
the same time

2007-2008

Value of the Saint Paul endowment plunges 30% during the recession
of 2007 – 2008

2011-2012

Board Study Teams produce Strategic Study Papers on
• The Mission Field for Theological Study

2013

•
•

Educational Models as They Relate to Theological Study
Relocation of the Saint Paul Kansas City Campus

•

Directions for Saint Paul at Oklahoma City University

Kansas City classes move into shared spaced within The United
Methodist Church of the Resurrection in Leawood, Kansas; faculty and
administrative staff move into leased space in Overland Park, Kansas;
library, student housing and student services arrangements with Avila
University

2013

Strategic additions to the Oklahoma City-based faculty, enable
accreditation for degrees granted by Saint Paul at the Oklahoma City
campus without a Kansas City residency
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2013

Intentional program of faculty and staff training and course
development begun that will enable on-line and hybrid courses

2013

President Myron McCoy goes on leave, with resignation final in 2014

2013-2014

Acting President Kevin LaGree named to provide leadership of Saint
Paul.

2013-2014

2014

Library holdings reduced by 52%
As of June, 2014, Saint Paul held 7,772 items in the reserve library
located at Resurrection that could be accessed the on-line catalogue.
25,500 items were housed at Avila University, accessed through the online catalogue, and physically available at the Avila University Library.
17,731 items were in temporary storage at the Guadalupe Center (Saint
Paul’s former Truman Road campus) and were suppressed in the on-line
catalogue pending disposition.
Ownership of the historic Truman Road Campus transferred to
Guadalupe Centers, Incorporated, a legacy organization which is a wellestablished comprehensive education and community development
organization focused primarily on the Hispanic community and wellpositioned to serve the Truman Road Community
Overall faculty and staff reduced by 15 (31%)

2014

Operating budget reduced by over $1,000,000

2014

H. Sharon Howell name Interim President, then President

2014

Innovative new curriculum introduced that reduces required hours,

2014

incorporates intentional spiritual formation retreats, and creates a
variety of synergistic touch points designed to integrate learning from a
variety of sources
2014-2015
2015

Number of persons who are giving to the annual fund increased by 15%
Library holdings being stored at Guadalupe Center were
disposed of as follows:
8,725 sold to a used book dealer.
Dunlap Collection (2,673 monographs on Wesleyan and British
Methodist Philosophy) transferred to the Dulaney-Broune Library
at Oklahoma City University.
Remaining items (6,333) given to faculty, students, and local non-profit
organizations.
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Appendix 6: List of Presenters to the Strategic Planning Team
Dr. Daniel Alshire
Executive Director, Association of Theological Schools
Reverend Adam Hamilton
Senior Pastor, United Methodist Church of the Resurrection
Bishop Robert Hayes
Oklahoma Annual Conference and Oklahoma Indian Missionary Conference, United Methodist
Church
Dr. Alice Hunt
President, Chicago Theological Seminary
Bishop Scott Jones
Great Plans Annual Conference, United Methodist Church
Bishop Gary M ueller
Arkansas Annual Conference, United Methodist Church
Dr. Am y O den
Professor of Early Church History and Spirituality, Saint Paul School of Theology
Dr. Gil Rendle
Senior Consultant, Institute for Clergy and Congregational Excellence, Texas Methodist
Foundation
Dr. Elaine Robinson
Interim Vice President of Academic Affairs and Dean, and Professor of Methodist Studies and
Christian Theology, Saint Paul School of Theology
Bishop Robert Schnase
Missouri Annual Conference, United Methodist Church
M r. David Sisney
Vice President for Advancement, Saint Paul School of Theology
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Appendix 7: Seminary Strategic Plans Examined by the
Strategic Planning Team
Name of
Institution

Location

Denom inational
Affiliation

Governance
Structure

Asbury Theological
Seminary

Wilmore KY and
Orlando, FL

Unaffiliated; founded
on Wesleyan-Armenian
theological doctrine

Independent Board of
Trustees

Boston University
School of Theology

Boston, MA

United Methodist

Graduate School of
Boston University

Candler School of
Theology

Atlanta, GA

United Methodist

Graduate School of
Emory University

Claremont School
of Theology

Claremont, CA

United Methodist

Independent Board of
Trustees

Drew Theological
School

Madison, NJ

United Methodist

Graduate School of
Drew University

Duke Divinity
School

Durham, NC

United Methodist

Graduate School of
Duke University

Gammon
Theological
Seminary

Atlanta, GA

United Methodist

Independent Board of
Trustees, affiliated with
the Interdenominational
Theological Center

Garrett-Evangelical
Theological
Seminary

Evanston, IL

United Methodist

Independent Board of
Trustees

Iliff School of
Theology

Denver, CO

United Methodist

Independent Board of
Trustees

Luther Seminary

St. Paul, MN

Evangelical Lutheran
Church in America

Independent Board of
Trustees

Methodist
Theological School
in Ohio

Delaware, OH

United Methodist

Independent Board of
Trustees
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New York
Theological
Seminary

New York City, NY

Independent with ties
to the American Baptist
Church

Independent Board of
Trustees

Pacific School of
Religion

Berkeley, CA

Multi-denominational formally related to
Disciples of Christ
(Christian), United
Church of Christ,
Metropolitan
Community Churches,
United Methodist
Church

Independent Board of
Trustees, affiliated with
the Graduate
Theological Union

Perkins School of
Theology

Dallas, Texas

United Methodist

Graduate School of
Southern Methodist
University

Phillips Seminary

Tulsa, OK

Disciples of Christ
(Christian)

Independent Board of
Trustees

Union Theological
Seminary

New York City, NY

Independent
Ecumenical

Independent, but
affiliated with Columbia
University through
representation on
Columbia’s Board of
Governors; also
affiliated with nearby
Jewish Theological
Seminary

United Theological
School

Dayton, OH

United Methodist

Independent Board of
Trustees

Wesley Theological
Seminary

Washington, DC

United Methodist

Independent Board of
Trustees
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Appendix 8: Situational Analysis and Environmental Scan
The Strategic Planning Team’s situational analysis and environmental scan included questions
such as: What are we doing well? What can we improve? What are our stakeholder’s needs?
What is working well? What is not working so well? What are our institutional vulnerabilities?
Where are there untapped opportunities?
In addition to gathering current and institutional information, the Strategic Planning Team
reviewed external and environmental factors and trends which will shape future circumstances.
Each Team member was assigned a specific trend area to review to present to the team.
Both internal and external information helped to shape the mission, vision and strategic
directions brought forth in this plan.
Trends
An ever-changing environment, both internal and external, requires out of the box thinking
regarding organizational and institutional structure. The impact of Trends has a major impact
on society as well as on institutions, churches and theological education. Organization
structures were reviewed in response to concerns as to how Saint Paul may be impacted by this
information.
Specific emphasis was placed on collaborations and relationships, in that a model of intentional
relationships became the vision and recommended future for the successful growth and
continued relevancy of Saint Paul in the Heartland.
Cultural and Societal Shifts
•

•

Diversity and Racism
o

Changes and increases in diversity/pluralization

o
o
o

Increase in Anti-Semitism and racism (and forms of racism)
Anglo-Europeans as a minority in 2040; growth of Latinos in the US
Continuation of inequalities of race and ethnicity

Work and Capitalism
o Labor availability: Cheap labor and movement of jobs to other countries
o Decline of the power of labor and the de-skilling of labor
o Class and the declining fate of white working Americans
o
o

Attitudes and generational gaps about work and leisure
Higher expectations for labor education and training
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o
o
o
o
o
•

•

•

Agribusiness: changing shape of agriculture and loss of mid-sized farms
The decline of the middle-class; wages remaining flat
Multi-national corporations; global capitalism
Increases in productivity; growing concentrations of power in the market
Consumerism and its tendency to commodify everything

Church and Religion
o Lack of trust in the church and changes in how one worships
o

Changing view of authority

o
o
o
o
o

The decline of religious denominations in the U.S.
The rise of the “nones”: spiritual but not religious
The consumerization of religion and spirituality
The privatization and peripheralization of religion
The rise of “dones”: dis-enchantment with organized religion

Families and Attitudinal Shifts
o

Living conditions – more youth returning home to live

o
o

Health and health care
Aging in place

o
o

Tremendous pressures on families in all areas of their lives
Disparities in wealth and income

Public Arena
o Lack of trust in individuals and in institutions
o
o
o
o
o

Ecological degradation and climate change
Boom and Bust economy: the Great Recession and the slow recovery
Rapid rate of change: Continual innovations and technical changes
Campaign finance and growing gap between what the U.S. people think and want and
the policies, laws and decisions that federal and state legislatures enact
Impact of the loss of population in small-town and rural America

Demographics, Populations, Ethnicity
•

Aging population – Percentage of people over 65 will grow in the U.S. from 13 percent in
2010 to 16 percent in 2020.

•

Aging population want to remain in their homes as they age (nearly 14 million people will

•

be over the age of 85 in 2020)
By 2040, all racial ethnic groups will be minorities of the population but Anglo-Europeans
will be the largest group.
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•

Student demographics – shift from students attending university out of high school to many

•

attending while working, with families
More second career students

•

Gender shifts and greater economic achievement by women

•

Generational divide and disparity between differing work styles and culture of the baby-

•
•
•

boomers and the Gen X and Millennials.
Major population shifts; Midwest vs. East/West Coasts
Population Diversity and Increasing population
Global migration/influence

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION PROVIDED BY ATS
Denom inational Affiliation
AY2013Denom ination
2014
Episcopal
3
2%
Baptist
2
1%
Baptist General Conference
1
1%
Roman Catholic
1
1%
Church of the Nazarene
1
1%
Disciples of Christ
7
4%
Evangelical Lutheran Church
1
1%
Church of Christ
African Methodist Episcopal
3
2%
African Methodist Episcopal Zion
3
2%
Christian Methodist Episcopal
1
1%
Independent Methodist
15
8%
United Methodist Church
135 70%
Nondenominational
6
3%
Pentecostal: Church of God in Christ
1
1%
Presbyterian
5
3%
Unitarian Universalist
United Church of Christ
1
1%
Other
7
4%
Total
193

AY20142015
3
2%
1
1%
1
1%

2

1%

1
2
2
1
21
136
7
1
7
2

1%
1%
1%
1%
11%
70%
4%
1%
4%
1%

7
194

4%

Source: ATS Annual Reports

Race
Racial Category

AY20132014

AY20142015
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Visa or Nonresident Alien
Black Non-Hispanic
American Indian, Alaskan Native, or Inuit
Asian or Pacific Islander
Hispanic
White Non-Hispanic
Multiracial
Not Available
Total

34
23
4
3
7
110
6
6
193

18%
12%
2%
2%
4%
57%
3%
3%

33
19
7
8
5
115
5
2
194

17%
10%
4%
4%
3%
59%
3%
1%

Source: ATS Annual Reports

Gender
Gender
Male
Female
Total

AY20132014
102 53%
91 47%
193

AY20142015
113 58%
81 42%
194

AY20132014
6
3%
24 13%
45 25%
42 23%
44 24%
12
7%
10
5%
183

AY20142015
5
3%
13
7%
53 27%
55 28%
41 21%
13
7%
15
8%
195

AY20132014
4
2%
1
1%
1
1%
1
1%

AY20142015
5
3%
1
1%
1
1%

Source: ATS Annual Reports

Age
Age Range
22-24
25-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
Unknown
Total
Source: Power Campus Database

State
State
Arkansas
Arizona
California
Connecticut
Hawaii

1

1%
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Iowa
Idaho
Illinois
Kansas
Kentucky
Maryland
Missouri
Nebraska
New Mexico
New York
Oklahoma
Texas
International
Total

4
1
1
53
1
1
50
6
1
1
40
2
15
183

2%
1%
1%
29%
1%
1%
27%
3%
1%
1%
22%
1%
8%

3
1
1
67

2%
1%
1%
34%

43
3
2
3
48
1
15
195

22%
2%
1%
2%
25%
1%
8%

Source: Power Campus Database

Economic Indicators
•

Shifts and changes in the economy, both in the U.S. and world-wide,

•
•

Impact of shifts on the spending patterns and purchasing power of the consumer.
Fewer resources to the church or to other non-profit causes, including donating to one’s
alma mater.

•

Financial trends, including the cost of theological education and the tuition gap

•
•

Financial situation world-wide limiting student educational opportunities
Shrinking Middle Class – greater gap between the rich and the rest of the population

Education/Theological Institutions
•

Schools did not anticipate how fast change has come – and change continues

•

Large percentage of seminary students identify as “spiritual but not religious”

•

Degree and certification programs: growth not in the M.Div., but in 2-year and other
Masters degrees

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New teaching strategies: courses being delivered in new and different ways
Distant learning and changes in course delivery
Cost of changing education – to students, the seminary
Enrollment trends, numbers and competitions
Increased costs of institutional operations and aging Infrastructures
Faculty expectations: shift in institutional research trends
Expectations of learning; changing Student Needs (mental/physical health issues)
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•
•
•
•

Confusion over curriculum (length of time for degrees)
Seamless education (high school/undergraduate/graduate programs merging into one
another, pushing students through faster)
Shifting power
Changing relationships/collaborations/partnerships/mergers

Governing and Public Service
•

Decisions made at the state and national levels impact Boards of Regents for higher
education, labor laws, human resources, taxes, environmental policies, security, fuel costs,
hospitals and health care, rural subsidies, etc.

•

Political decisions affect individuals, groups, organizations, institutions, churches, public

•

education, theological education, and on and on.
Continued divisiveness within the political party system has impacted sound public policy
decisions; these decisions and their social results impact theological education and the
church

•
•
•
•
•

Public service needs will increase while funding will be decreased, with implications for
theological education, the church and its leaders
States involvement with public institutions
Changes (pending/potential) within the General Board of Higher Education, ATS, the
global United Methodist Church
Government downsizing/privatization
Immigration and other public policies impact society and its many institutions

Religious and Theological Landscapes
•

Rise of folks who are really done with the church (“dones”)
o

See the church as critical, judgmental and anti-gay

•

Rise of folks who identify as “nones”
o Church not relevant in their life; appears not to be doing what it is called to do

•

Mainline Protestantism is one of the groups that is declining the most quickly

•

o UMC may be the most rapidly declining.
Course of Study Increasing

•

Nearly 70% of full-time youth ministers have no theological education.

•

“Christianity in the United States has not done a good job of engaging serious Christian

•

reflection with young people, in ways that would be relevant to these lives.”
While most millennials and Gen-Yers born from the early 1980s to the early 2000s back gay
rights, they are more interested in working with the wider world than holding endless
debates about our sexual morality.
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•

Younger generations are not seeking work-life balance, rather seeking a healthy life-work
blend.

Technology in general
•

Mobile apps – with continual change

•

Acceleration and constant change – challenge of keeping up with startling rate of change

•
•

Growth of Robotics – job replacements occur
Online opportunities for learning

•

Global communication

•
•

Social media and impact on learning
Instant access to information and knowledge

•
•

Instant “opinions”
Global world view and world-wide network

Technology – Relative to Theological Education*
•

Technology has become the standard for pedagogical context – not an option.

•

On-line-delivered classes need to be critiqued in three ways:
1. Can the subject matter be taught at a distance and effectively on line?
2. What is the quality of the technology itself? How good is the connection? Is there a
capacity for imbedded video and breakout conversations?
3. What is the proficiency and creativity with which the instructor leads the on-line
learning? This is a steep learning curve for instructors

•

Hybrid class (face-to-face and on-line) can be done in many ways, e.g., everyone on-line
part of the time and face to face part of the time; students can join the class on-line at will
and on their own schedule; some students are participating in the class while face to face
with the instructor while others are joining on line (particular danger in this model is the
sense of a “second-class satellite” rather than equal participants)

•

It has become a standard, therefore an expectation–that education will be available in
online formats. Unavoidable.

•

Hybrids are increasingly utilized: online learning (all persons online) coupled with short
intensive physical-site gatherings (not necessarily traditional classrooms, depending on the
course), creating community at the beginning and/or ending of courses. Hybrids which join
people in various locations together exist but there is some question as to the quality of the
experience of those not in the physical presence of the instructor–a sense of
being “satellite” and not on equal footing.

•

The final measure of whether to use technology in the classroom is whether any application
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serves learning. We know that before an instructional moment occurs, teachers return to
core, central questions:
o First, who is in the room and what do they know? Each class of learners is unique,
bringing background knowledge, experience and expectations that help guide what
needs to happen if they are to actively engage new ideas perspectives and ways of
o

understanding.
Second, knowledge of student’s links to the articulation of outcomes: What does the
teacher want them to know, think, and do as a result of their studies of this subject

o

matter and in relationship to the wider goals for the curriculum?
Third, what are the assumptions of teachers about the practice of teaching embodied in

o

their preferred styles and strengths as instructional leaders?
Finally, given this analysis of the context for teaching, what methods and practices show
the greatest promise to cultivate knowledge, build competence, and enable students to
demonstrate proficiency?

* Reference for the following discussion relative to electronically supported pedagogy:
http://www.ats.edu/uploads/resources/publications-presentations/theological-education/2007theological-education-v42-n2.pdf
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Appendix 9: Focus Groups
Focus groups became an important method of gathering input from the identified
stakeholders. The same questions were put forth in all groups, which were:
•

What are the challenges and opportunities facing the church in North America today? What
are the challenges and opportunities for the church globally?

•

What implication does this have for how we prepare leaders for ministry in the world today?
What would strengthen our leaders to address these challenges?

•

What needs to happen, change or become reality in the next five to ten years in order for
Saint Paul School of Theology to continue to be a thriving, vibrant seminary of significant
use to its graduates, to the communities the school serves, and to the church of Jesus
Christ?

•

How can Saint Paul School of Theology become a seminary for theological education within
the context of the 21st century – technologically, collaboratively, globally, spiritually,
practically, economically, culturally, intellectually, theologically and communally? What are
specific things we can do as a seminary in addressing the challenges of the church today?

•

What do you want us to know that we did not ask you? Or is there anything that you did
not have a chance to share with us?

•

What might your role be in helping move this forward?

Stakeholder Meetings included the following thirteen (13) groups:
•

United Methodist Districts (4)

•

Board of Ordained Ministry (1)

•

Student Meetings at Resurrection and Oklahoma City University (4)

•
•

Church of the Resurrection Church Council
Saint Paul Alumni

•

Saint Paul Faculty

•

Saint Paul Board of Trustees

The comments of focus groups were consistent with presenter observations and survey results
and informed many of the recommendations in this Plan.
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Appendix 10: Survey Description and Highlights of Responses
An on-line survey, made available through a link on the Saint Paul website to a Survey Monkey
questionnaire provided an opportunity for anyone to express thoughts to the Strategic
Planning Team. The survey was available from the spring of 2015 through the fall of 2015. The
following highlights reflect responses to both scaled-response questions and open-ended
questions. As is common in subjective surveys the results reflect some internal inconsistencies.
However, the Strategic Planning Team found the survey responses generally helpful.
Areas of Strength:
•

Faculty – 65.31%

•
•

Curriculum – 44.90%
Praxis Model – 44.90%

•

Community Worship – 36.73%

•

Hybrid Learning – 32.65%

•

Facilities – 16.33%

Areas of Deficiency:
•

Facilities – 60%

•
•

Curriculum – 28%
Faculty – 28.57%

•

Communit6y Worship – 25.71

•

Hybrid Learning – 20.00%

•

Praxis Model – 14.29%

•
Responses to the question, “Would you recommend Saint Paul School of Theology?”
•
•

Yes, but not to the exclusion of other seminaries – 54.24%
Absolutely would – 37.29%

•

Not at all – 8.47%

Top responses to the request to identify priorities for Saint Paul School of Theology over the
next 5 years:
•

Combine academic rigor and the informed practice of ministry – 66.13%
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•

Develop the technological resources and capacities for distance learning in order to

•

engage the emergent demands of a new, digital student demographic – 50.00%
Develop the sensibilities to engage the diversities of people in the populations of North
America and selected areas of the larger global world – 45.16%

•

Be a community actively committed to and engaged in the mission of social justice and
peace in the world – 45.16%

*****
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